Pretreat the old way.

Or start with a clean sheet.

Now you can pretreat garments without expensive pretreat machinery, messy spraying or brain-bending measurements and calculations. DTG Pre-Treat™ Paper is infused with just the right amount of pretreat solution to help ensure the best possible results. Requiring only a minimal investment versus pretreat machines, DTG Pre-Treat™ Paper by Neenah Paper, Inc., is cost-effective and ideal for short runs and startups who are expanding to printing on darks.

NEW
DTG Pre-Treat™ Paper
by Neenah Paper, Inc.
Exclusively for Brother™ Garment Printers with white ink.

Images for illustrative purposes only.
Pretreat by the Sheet!

Pre-moistened DTG Pre-Treat™ Paper by Neenah Paper, Inc., made exclusively for Brother™ Garment Printers with white ink, is a clean, quick solution for smaller businesses and companies printing short runs that want to avoid messy hand spraying or investment in pretreat equipment. DTG Pre-Treat™ Paper can be cut to size for smaller areas, such as sleeves and pockets, and they are perfect for pretreating both sides of garments without the hassle of installing specialty platens on a pretreat machine. Available as 12” x 12” sheets in two saturations, one for light or bright colored garments and another for black or dark colored garments. Compatible with Brother™ Garment Printers (GT-361, GT-381).

Dark Garment Paper
Black and dark colored garments make up a large percentage of garments printed by GT users. This DTG Pre-Treat™ Paper by Neenah Paper Inc., is designed to work on darker colored garments, which are printed with the most white ink, in the following color spectrum.

Light Garment Paper
Specifically designed for light and bright colored garments that are more challenging to pretreat without creating a stain mark, light DTG Pre-Treat™ Paper by Neenah Paper Inc., is recommended for use on garments in the shown color spectrum.

Color range shown is for illustrative purposes and should only be used as a guide.

QUICK, EASY, NO MESS PRETREATING IN JUST A FEW EASY STEPS!
Using a cold press,* simply press moisture out of paper onto shirt, cure pretreat onto shirt, and you are ready to print and cure printed design as usual.* No additional pretreat equipment required.

WANT NO MESS PRETREAT?
1-887-850-7179 or THEPASSTORE.COM

Specifications subject to change without notice. Images for illustrative purposes only. *Cold press recommended for initial transfer of pretreated liquid to garment. After transfer, pre-treat liquid must be thoroughly cured. Heat press required, additional purchase necessary. Follow manufacturer instructions. GTG Pre-Treat™ Paper is a Neenah Paper, Inc. product and Brother International Corporation makes no representations or warranties regarding such product. © 2013 Brother International Corporation, Bridgewater, NJ 08807.